) but was also the first to explicitly All regional anatomical explorations implicate this posmodel this circuit on a computer. Unfortunately, owing to tulate: a common functional identity [is determined by] a random computer problem (or perhaps to a precisely the same type of structure and connections, whatever orchestrated conspiracy, we will never know), the talk the mammal examined. but that at least in some cases even the relative position Hoping to answer or at least to argue about this quesof the target neurons are precisely specified (see Figure  tion , 48 anatomists, physiologists, theorists, and molec-2). This is the kind of precision found in many inverteular biologists working on the mammalian cerebral corbrate ganglia but which runs counter to popular intuition tex met this past June in Madrid, the city in which Cajal about cortical circuits. Yuste and colleagues used a worked for much of his professional life and was buried novel optical probing technique to identify postsynaptic and which still contains an Institute named for him, for targets of thick-tufted layer 5 neurons in mouse visual a workshop on the structure of the cortical microcircuit. cortex. A spot of laser light was used to repeatedly The 23 speakers ushered participants through a dense uncage glutamate near the presynaptic neurons, causthicket of data obtained with a dizzying array of classical ing them to fire. The firing of postsynaptic targets was and cutting-edge techniques. In an effort to keep sight then observed using calcium imaging after bulk loading of the forest amongst so many beautiful trees, I have of many neurons within the slice with the calcium indicatried to organize this report around three themes that tor fura AM. The method identified a specific class of ran through many of the presentations. dangling pyramidal neurons with basal dendrites extending into layer 6. Surprisingly, the tangential position defined by the angle between the somas of the presynCircuitry: Precision versus Randomness aptic and follower neurons was nonrandom. In addition, these connections were mediated by multiple synapses Clarification of the mode of connection between the from a single axon that tended to occur at roughly the innumerable endogenous and exogenous [elements], same distance along different dendrites of the follower terminal and collateral branches arising from the thalaneuron. Yuste likened the precision of this structure to mic, callosal, and association fibers at present constithat of a crystal, although he admitted that this static tutes an insuperable problem. In it many generations view must be amended to encompass the dynamics of of future neurologists will put their sagacity and their cortical activity (see below). patience to the test.
recording experiments in which only a single presynaptic neuron is activated but reveals a much more complete picture of the laminar and tangential distribution with respect to physiological properties like orientation and direction selectivity? Charles Gilbert, who with Torsof presynaptic partners. Using this technique, Dantzker and Callaway (2000) found that different morphological ten Wiesel and their colleagues did pioneering work on this question in cat and monkey visual cortex, described classes of rat visual cortical neurons within layer 2/3 have identifiable patterns of input. Pyramidal neurons recent experiments revealing that the orientation specificity of connections may vary with distance. Local conand one type of inhibitory neuron, the fast-spiking basket cell, received strong feed-forward input from layer nections (within 750 of the injection site) tended to occur more randomly with respect to orientation, 4B. A second physiological class of GABAergic neurons, those exhibiting spike frequency adaptation, received whereas more distant connections were restricted to orientation domains matching that of the injected region. most of their input from layers 5 and 6 or from lateral connections within layer 2/3. These long-range connections link cells over separations within the visual field that match the maximum Cortical GABAergic interneurons are also coupled by electrical synapses. The functional role of these gap separations over which perceptual interactions between oriented stimuli can occur. Interestingly, feedback projunctions was discussed in three separate presentations by Shaul Hestrin, Hannah Monyer, and Peter Jonas (see jections from V2 exhibited less periodicity and were not correlated with orientation. This last point could imply below). Importantly, coupling is cell-type specific; it is frequent between neurons of the same physiological that feedback connections from higher cortical regions may be organized more diffusely than local connections, class but is absent between neurons of different classes. . Yves Fré gnac described recent experiments that described several of the physiological classes of cortical suggest that the inhibitory circuits that generate orientainterneurons now recognized, described very detailed tion selectivity in the primary visual cortex of the cat and comprehensive studies in which he asked: Do classes may be far more diverse than previously thought. Prior of interneurons defined on morphological grounds match intracellular studies have typically observed iso-oriup with those defined on physiological and immunocytoented excitation and inhibition: excitation and inhibition chemical grounds? The morphological parameters were that are strongest at the cell's preferred orientation and subjected to a principal component analysis (PCA), weakest at the nonpreferred orientation. Fré gnac and which revealed clusters which largely matched the colleagues assessed the relative tuning of excitatory groupings of cells identified by their firing pattern. These and inhibitory synaptic input and found a diversity of parameters were also well correlated with the pattern relative tuning. Some cells had the previously described of expression of calcium binding proteins and peptides, iso-oriented tuning, whereas other cells exhibited isoalthough the match-up was far from perfect. Several oriented excitation but had inhibition that appeared attendees wondered if additional clusters (cell types) strongest at the orthogonal or "cross" orientation. Sevwould be revealed if PCA was performed on all parameeral prior intracellular studies have focused on layer 4 ters, and not simply the morphological parameters, or if simple cells, because it is these cells that can best be other nonlinear analysis methods would provide greater viewed as the input neurons of the cortex. In the more separation of cell types. recent experiments, cells were recorded throughout the The apparent diversity increases further as additional depth of the cortex, and the cell type and laminar posicellular properties are considered. Aniruddha Gupta, tion were not known. This suggests the possibility that from Henry Markram's lab, described an extensive circuits generating orientation selectivity may differ depaired recording study that revealed an astounding dipending on the location of the target cell in the orientaversity of interneuron types. Eight different classes of tion/direction map (see Figure 3 ) and/or from layer to neuronal firing properties were distinguished based on layer, a conclusion also reached in a recent paper by the presence or absence of several features in the reLuis Martinez, also in attendance, and colleagues ( have shown that essential features of short-term synaptic dynamics can be capto be developed, a way to quantify the intuition that a thick-tufted layer 5 pyramidal neuron in mouse visual tured in simple computational models that can then be used to generate hypotheses about functional implicacortex has more in common with the homologous neuron in human cortex than with the basket cell sitting tions at the circuit level. Thomson suggested that the kinetics of short-term facilitation and depression may next to it. Separating the "wheels" from the "paint" then requires the further step of manipulating gene expresbe significantly more complex than those captured in these models. Additional rounds of matching theory and sion to see which expression differences are causal and which are epiphenomenal. experiments may be required. In addition to understanding the integrative properties Henry Markram described some ambitious first steps toward matching up anatomical, physiological, and of individual synaptic connections, it is crucial to rigorously understand the rules by which multiple synaptic gene expression properties of cortical neurons. Singlecell multiplex PCR was used to assay the presence or inputs are combined. An enduring debate concerning these rules centers on the degree to which independent absence of dozens of channel subunits and other neuronal proteins. The resulting "G-code," as he referred inputs are summed linearly. Gabor Tamas described some particularly elegant triple-recording studies that to it, was then compared with an array of morphological features (the "M-code") and electrophysiological feaquite directly address this question. Tamas and colleagues studied convergent input from two presynaptic tures (the "E-code") measured from the same individual neurons. Associations between these properties ocneurons onto one or more postsynaptic targets and then used light and electron microscopy to identify the locacurred at ten times the rate predicted by chance, but it was difficult to evaluate from the short presentation the tion of the synapses. Interactions tended to be remarkably linear. Modest sublinearity was detected only for degree to which the molecular basis of particular neuronal traits could be identified or to which repeatable inputs located quite close to one another on the same dendritic branch. Combining triple recording, pharmaneuronal types could be quantitatively identified. Although it is clearly early days, the prospect of being cology, and electron microscopy is a technical tour de force, rightfully earning Tamas' student Szabadics a able to link properties of individual cell types to their Monyer's lab also showed that long-range synchrony performed in Bert Sakmann's lab using whole-cell recording and voltage-sensitive dye imaging to study the of the ␥ range oscillations depends on the kinetics of excitatory inputs to interneurons by creating mice in interaction between these spontaneous transitions and sensory responses. Responses during the up state were which GluRB receptor expression is elevated in interneurons, thus slowing the kinetics of their AMPA small, brief, and confined to a small cortical region relative to the down state responses. This is somewhat currents (Fuchs et al., 2001 ). Peter Jonas rounded out the set of three talks on surprising, because neurons in the down state are relatively hyperpolarized, and this might be expected to interneurons and oscillations by describing studies in which a detailed Hodgkin and Huxley model of the dendiminish propagation of responses. On the other hand, the intense synaptic activity that accompanies the up tate gyrus basket cell network was constrained with data obtained from paired recordings of basket cell constate may lead to synaptic depression, increased inhibition, or reduced input conductance, all of which could nections. Unitary IPSCs were remarkably large and fast. A prior simulation study (Wang and Buzsaki, 1996) had contribute to the observed reduction in responsiveness. In some cases, spontaneous events appeared to replay demonstrated the importance of IPSC kinetics in determining the oscillation frequency in this circuit. Jonas recently evoked sensory activity. This study and prior observations in primate visual cortex (Tsodyks et al., and colleagues implemented a similar model but used the measured conductance amplitudes and kinetics and 1999) suggest that sensory responses and spontaneous activity engage the same cortical circuits and that interfound that this allowed the network to oscillate at higher frequencies and to be more robust in the face of heteroactions between the two account for much of the oftnoted variability of sensory responses. geneity in the excitatory synaptic inputs. The combined molecular, synaptic, and computa-A particularly rich and detailed picture of the relationship between synaptic properties and circuit dynamics tional approach outlined in the three talks on interneuron synchrony is especially exciting in light of the ongoing emerged from three thematically related presentations on electrical synapses between interneurons. The exisdebate about the functional importance of ␥ range oscillations for sensory coding (see Roskies, 1999) . Now that tence of these electrical synapses, once thought to be rare in the adult, was discovered simultaneously in the interneuronal circuits are understood in sufficient detail to enable accurate simulation and the molecular underlaboratories of Shaul Hestrin (Galarreta and Hestrin, tion…there is a danger of cataloguing diversity for its Using paired recording and pharmacological manipulaown sake." Similarly, Kevan Martin remarked "perhaps tions, we found that induction of tLTD requires release of we have just moved into the neoclassical era of cortical endogenous cannabinoids from the postsynaptic neuron, microstructure-repeating the golden age of Cajal and which appear to act retrogradely on the presynaptic Lorente with new techniques." terminal. Intriguingly, agonist-induced LTD is still NMDA Shaul Hestrin noted the parallel to the situation in dependent, and these NMDA receptors appear to be the ion channel field before sequence information: "The located on the presynaptic terminal. The temporal overmeeting made it very clear to us that we do not have lap between activation of presynaptic CB1 and NMDA physiological and morphological 'hard data' at hand to receptors appears to control the temporal window over agree on a useful scheme of cell types. By comparison, which pre-and postsynaptic firing can induce LTD, since naming ionic channels became possible when unambigmanipulations that alter the availability of cannabinoids uous sequence data was obtained, and we are not there at the presynaptic terminal alter the temporal window. yet in the study of cortical neurons." Cellular and synaptic properties change as a result Nevertheless, I remain convinced that a new synthesis of the actions of neuromodulators. Pat Goldman-Rakic of the cellular and systems neurobiology of the cortex reviewed her findings on the dopaminergic modulation is at hand. With more sophisticated analyses such as of working memory in the prefrontal cortex of the mathe ability to classify and identify cells on the basis of caque. Neurons in this region continue firing after the the whole transcriptome, rather than one or few markers, offset of stimulus, marking a location that the animal more rapid progress will be made on the difficult task must remember to receive a reward. This persistent acof mapping functional classes like "simple cell" or tivity is diminished after application of dopamine (DA) "memory cell" onto cell types defined at the cellular agonists. Goldman-Rakic also described slice studies level. More detailed and sophisticated computer simulaof modulatory effects of dopamine on firing properties tions will allow theorists to develop specific hypotheses and synapses of pyramidal neurons in ferret prefrontal about the network consequences of cellular and synapcortex. Using paired recording, Wen-Jun Gao (Gao et tic properties, and the ability to manipulate candidate al., 2001) showed that DA acts presynaptically via D1 genes known to be crucial for those cellular and synaptic receptors to inhibit release at synapses between layer properties will allow physiologists and molecular biolo-5 pyramidal neurons. These effects are likely to contribute to the inhibitory effects of DA on prefrontal firing gists to test those hypotheses. altered AMPA-type glutamate receptor kinetics in interneurons disrupt long-range synchrony of gamma oscillation. Proc. Natl. Acad.
